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Abstract
Many sensor network security schemes protect the content of messages, while the contextual information is left vulnerable by disclosing the location of the monitored objects.
Preserving location privacy is important and one of the most challenging issues in many
mission critical sensor network applications. Prior solutions are mostly designed to protect
privacy from local attackers who eavesdrop on traﬃc in a small region at a time. However,
they can be easily defeated by highly motivated global attackers that can trace the entire network’s communication events. Although a few recent privacy solutions are proposed against
global attackers, they suﬀer from signiﬁcant communication overhead as they inject dummy
traﬃc or send messages in a globally synchronized manner. As a result, they consume a lot
of energy to maintain a desired privacy level that makes the network lifetime shorter. We
propose an energy-eﬃcient source location privacy preserving solution, named the Energy
Eﬃcient Location Privacy Scheme against global attackers (E-LPG). E-LPG hides original source locations through a spatial scatter of messages using stealthy wormholes and
through a temporal scatter using random delays when permitted. With a limited number of
wormholes, E-LPG can achieve a high privacy level without incurring extra communication overhead. We evaluated the eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of E-LPG through theoretical
analysis and extensive simulations. We have shown that E-LPG also produces dramatic
synergistic results when used with other privacy schemes complementarily.

1. Introduction
As wireless sensor networks are ad hoc networks built with low-power and low-cost
sensor nodes, they have been considered as an enabling technology, especially for remote
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resource surveillance applications in harsh environments. For example, sensor nodes can
be deployed to assist the strategic movement of ﬁeld-deployed soldiers or to track the
habitat of endangered animals. Security is an essential requirement for those sensor network
applications to be dependably used, as adversaries may monitor the network traﬃc and
abuse it to endanger lives or inﬂict various manner of harm. In addition, these applications
should function for as long as possible. It may be inconvenient or impossible to recharge
node batteries.
While content privacy protection can be achieved by applying the traditional encryption
and authentication mechanisms [10, 11, 25], for the most of the applications, preserving
contextual privacy [19] is still one of the most challenging issues. Since sensor networks
mostly use open-architecture based broadcast mediums, adversaries can easily observe the
existence of data communications to infer critical information such as source sensor locations
and target object movement patterns without knowing the content of the messages.
Many prior source location privacy preserving techniques [15, 19, 20, 23, 24] have been
proposed to extend the safety period by injecting random/multiple paths toward the original
source in order to thwart local traﬃc tracing attacks. However, when highly motivated
attackers execute global traﬃc analysis/tracing attacks [22] that can monitor the entire
network traﬃc, none of the aforementioned approaches will be successful. As the cost
of sensors and radio devices is lowered, for adversaries in many scenarios, the reward of
successful target tracking can be much higher than the cost of a global sensor network
deployment. For example, catching the opponent soldiers’ physical locations and movement
patterns to preempt their action can pose a much more critical motivation than the cost
of an adversary sensor network. Detecting an elephants’ location with a few thousand
dollars of sensor network costs (a single elephant catch can result in tens of thousand of
dollars [28]) that can provide a greater proﬁt for illegal ivory poachers. Considering the
large gain of a successful attack and the low cost of sensor deployment, more adversaries
may want to deploy attacker nodes globally to maximize their chances of detection. As
the global attacker model becomes more realistic, it is critical for sensor networks to equip
themselves with a contextual privacy preserving technology against global attackers.
A few recent source location privacy solutions are proposed that are against a global
attacker model [21, 22, 29]. Their approaches are to hide the original source location by
injecting either multiple fake simulated sources or sending network-wide periodic/statistical
dummy messages. However, the approaches based on network-wide periodic or statistical
dummy messages suﬀer from the signiﬁcant overhead, and thus, they are not eﬃcient in
terms of the network lifetime. While the Source Simulation techniques [21] can reduce the
excessive overhead by lowering the privacy level expectation, their safety period is then
bounded by the number of fake simulated sources and the quality of movement simulation.
In this paper, we propose an eﬃcient source location privacy preserving approach, named
the Energy Eﬃcient Location Privacy Scheme against a global attacker model (E-LPG). ELPG hides an original source location using a spatial scatter with stealthy wormholes that
can silently deﬂect an original communication event to a distant location. A wormhole is
a stealth direct communication channel used by a pair of two distant sensors in a network.
A wormhole can be established in various ways, for example, a wire-line or an out of
band long-range wireless transmission. Once wormholes are established in a network, a
message is sent by an original source node on one end of a wormhole channel without
incurring any communication on the node’s regular channel. It reappears on a regular
wireless communication at the other end of the wormhole. Therefore, unless a global
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adversary knows the phantom pattern of wormholes, it cannot capture the original source
locations. In addition, the established wormholes may be used probabilistically to further
hide their existence over a long term. Therefore, unlike the existing source location privacy
mechanisms against global attackers, E-LPG achieves a high privacy level without incurring
extra communication overhead or latency.
As for a practical deployment of wormholes in sensor networks, we note that wormhole
nodes have often been used as a security attack to be protected against [9, 18]. In addition,
a few recent studies have used wormholes positively in order to improve energy consumption [7, 17] and to overcome jamming attacks [5, 12]. As the eﬀectiveness of E-LPG depends
upon the feasibility of deploying multiple wormhole nodes, we are also keenly aware of the
potential overhead. To this end, we perform an eﬀectiveness analysis to show that E-LPG
can provide high privacy levels with a small set of wormholes while maintaining the ﬂexibility of a sensor network’s self-organization. We also discuss a synergistic eﬀect when
E-LPG is used with other existing location privacy schemes complementarily, such as the
Source Simulation. Since movement patterns may be inferred by the sophisticated timing
correlation of detected network traﬃc, E-LPG further disguises movement patterns for the
non-real time applications by using a temporal scatter that selectively controls the timing
of message forwarding.
The contributions in this paper are as follows:
• We propose a privacy preserving technique against global attackers that can achieve
a high privacy level without incurring extra communication overhead by using spatial
deﬂect with stealthy wormholes. A temporal scatter of messages may be used for
elastic applications to add an uncertainty of location to global attackers.
• We quantify the privacy level of E-LPG and evaluate the eﬀectiveness of a spatial
scatter and a temporal scatter, respectively, and the eﬀectiveness when they are used
simultaneously as well via analysis and extensive simulations.
• We quantify the required proportion of wormholes corresponding to the level of uncertainty for planning a budget of a hybrid network.
• We present a synergistic eﬀect when E-LPG is combined with other approaches such
as the Source Simulation scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we ﬁrst deﬁne the wormhole,
network, and adversary models used in this paper. Section 3 presents a survey of existing
privacy preserving techniques in sensor networks. We discuss the characteristics of the proposed E-LPG approach in Section 4. The analysis and evaluation of E-LPG are presented
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. We conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. System Models
In this section, we describe the wormhole, network, and adversary models used in this
paper.
2.1. Wormhole Model
• A wormhole is a stealthy communication channel between a pair of two distant sensors,
and can be established by either a wire-line or an out of band long-range wireless
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communication. It can be stretched into multiple hop wormholes
• A wormhole channel length is assumed to be greater than the transmission range of
the regular wireless sensor link, so that it can eﬀectively deﬂect the original source
location spatially.
• Wormholes are randomly deployed in a ﬁeld. Multiple wormholes may be connected
together extending an eﬀective wormhole channel length and adding randomness in
the routing. A receiving wormhole node can forward a packet toward a sink node
through a regular channel or another wormhole node depending on the routing algorithms. For example, in Figure 1, two wormholes WH(A,B) and WH(B,C) are
directly connected. Although the target is detected by wormhole node A, the communication event will start to be observed at wormhole node C in this scenario, when
node B uses wormhole WH(B,C). Hence, the attacker node Y will ﬁrst detect the
source event instead of the attacker node X. Considering the physical resource limitation, we assume up to only two wormhole ports for a wormhole node (i.e., the
wormhole node B has two wormhole ports).
• The sink node can identify the original source address by the original source address
encrypted within the packet payload.
2.2. Network Model
• To implement an energy-eﬃcient privacy scheme, we assume that there is a process to
elect a designated node for sending a message to a sink by clustering the network. The
clustering algorithm can be found in [13, 14]. In E-LPG, we prefer to select a wormhole
node as a cluster head and only the cluster head will report the event without data
aggregation from the members in a cluster. For example, in Figure 1, although sensors
A, A1 , and A2 can detect a target, only a designated node A (wormhole node) relays
the event to the sink.
• The sensor nodes are assumed to have the localization [6, 16, 31] and neighbor discovery schemes [2, 27].
• The routing information to the sink node is known. Either a hop-count-based or a
delay-based routing [1] may be used.

Figure 1. An example of wormhole deployments and global attack adversary
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• The wormhole nodes may participate in routing as regular nodes and deliver the
packets earlier or with shorter hops, or as a preferred node, unless it worsens the
delivery time or increases the hop length toward a sink node.
• The content privacy of each message can be provided by data encryption and authentication mechanisms [10, 11, 25]. We focus on the contextual privacy as the content
privacy service is out of the scope of this paper.
2.3. Adversary Model
• The adversary can monitor and trace all of the network traﬃc. Note that the price for
sensor nodes keeps decreasing, and an attacker can build a snooping sensor network
of 400 nodes with only $10,000, at the current price for a BlueRadios SMT Module,
which is around $25 [4]. Moreover, the number of snooping nodes can typically be
smaller than the number of nodes of a target network since they only monitor speciﬁc
wireless signals of target network sensors rather than directly sensing the targets in
the environment.
• The adversary cannot eavesdrop on the communication events between a target object
and sensor nodes, as it is a very challenging problem in practice. The target objects
and sensor nodes may use special signal emitters or sensing devices, respectively. For
example, in Figure 1, although sensors A, A1 , and A2 can detect a target, the attacker
X cannot detect the original communication event.
• The adversary’s main objective is to identify the target object location(s). The adversary can use network traﬃc observations such as the packet transmission location,
as well as time and frequency, to perform traﬃc analysis and infer the locations of
target objects. Since the target event can be sensed by a proximate sensor node and
the sensor node becomes the source of the communication event, we assume that the
adversary can directly deduce the target object locations from the captured communication events.
• The adversary just monitors and traces the network traﬃc and does not interfere with
the network traﬃc by injecting packets or jamming signals.
• The adversary does not know the wormhole deployment patterns and does not actively
perform any wormhole detection scheme.

3. Related Work
Many source location privacy preserving algorithms have been proposed in sensor networks. Most of the approaches are designed to extend the safety period against local traﬃc
tracing attacks. For example, P. Kamat et al. [19] introduced fake source-based routing
and phantom routing. The fake source-based routing achieves source privacy by creating
multiple sources that inject fake messages along with the original message. The phantom
routing makes the original source message walk a random path before routing to the sink
node. When the packet is captured by the local attacker, the source privacy can be ensured,
as the packet source is far from the original source. However, as the pure random walks
may cancel each other by going forward and backward, they use a directed walk. Y. Li et
al. [20] provided source location privacy by routing the message to randomly chosen one or
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more intermediate nodes before the packets were ﬁnally transmitted to the sink. The angle
and quadrant information are used to select intermediate nodes. The work in [23] extended
a safe period by activating several looping traps on the routing path between the source
and sink nodes. When a local attacker traces back the routing path toward the source location, it takes a longer time as it will follow the looping traps repeatedly. However, as these
algorithms are based upon the assumption of the local attacker, they are eﬀective only if
they are applied before the local attacker’s observation. Hence, if a global attacker model
where the attacker can monitor the entire network traﬃc is applied, the communication
events of any initial sensor can be identiﬁed. Thus, the solutions against local attackers
will be easily defeated by global attackers.
There are a few recent source location privacy solutions against global attackers such as a
periodic collection [21], a statistically strong source anonymity (SSSA) scheme [29], and kanonymity Source Simulation schemes [21, 29]. In a periodic collection approach, all nodes
send fake or real messages synchronously in a period. Hence, the network traﬃc patterns
observed by global attackers are periodic regardless of the individual node’s network traﬃc
events. Although it can achieve a maximum safety period, it is not a practical solution due
to the excessive communication overhead and energy consumption as well as the latency
that prohibits real time transmission. The SSSA scheme focuses on reducing the latency in
support of real time transmission. Involved nodes send messages in statistically diﬀerent
message periods. When there is an event message to send, it can be sent immediately
without waiting for the message period. It is hard for global attackers to distinguish the
event message from the periodical messages, because the message event can be considered
as the statistical disturbance. Although the SSSA reduces a latency problem, it is still
suﬀering greatly by the excessive communication overhead and energy consumption. The
k-anonymity Source Simulation schemes are proposed to mitigate the periodic collection’s
traﬃc overhead by lowering the privacy level. They create multiple fake sources/paths to
extend the safety period of the original source/trace. The safety period is then bounded by
the number of candidate fake sources/paths as well as by the eﬀectiveness of a fake-source
simulation model of the real object’s movement trajectory.
In our previous work [26], the usage of wormhole pairs was proposed for preserving
the contextual privacy against a global attacker in a sensor network. In this paper, we
ﬁrst extend the concept of a wormhole so that the stealth communication can go beyond a
pair, and can be stretched into multiple hop wormholes. We also introduce temporal scatter
strategy for non-real time applications in order to further increase anonymity. Furthermore,
we provide theoretical analysis to quantify the level of privacy. Note that E-LPG can be
used with other privacy schemes in a complementary manner, and provides signiﬁcant
synergy in improving privacy.

4. E-LPG Approach
In this section, we ﬁrst explain the proposed E-LPG algorithm, then discuss several
aspects of the E-LPG approach, especially with limited deployment of wormholes.
The E-LPG algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. For simplicity of presentation, we
assume that a sensor network has already been deployed, and each node knows its neighbor
nodes by its neighbor discovery mechanism and identiﬁes which neighbors are wormhole
nodes. As discussed in Section 2, when a sensor node senses a target event, it sends out a
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Algorithm 1 E-LPG Algorithm – runs on a wormhole node
if senses a target event then
creates a report message;
if allows latency then
applies temporal scatter;
end if
selects a wormhole port and forwards the report message;
else if receives a report message and is a forwarding node then
select-f orwarding-port-type( );
if allows latency then
applies temporal scatter;
end if
if a wormhole port is selected then
forwards the report message;
else if a regular wireless port is selected then
applies a regular routing algorithm to decide the next forwarding node;
forwards the report message;
end if
end if
report message toward a sink node to update the target movement. We assume that the
sensor nodes within a small communication area have already agreed upon their designated
node that can create and send a report message.
A wormhole node may sense a target event or receive a report message. When a wormhole
node senses a target event, it creates a report message that includes target event information
and original source information within its payload, that is encrypted. It also puts a null
in the next forwarding node value within its message header. It selects a wormhole port
to forward the report message to the other side’s wormhole node. When a wormhole node
receives a report message, if the messages’s next forwarding node ﬁeld is empty, then the
wormhole node recognizes itself as a forwarding node sending the message using its regular
communication port. It applies a regular routing algorithm [14] to select the next forwarding
node of the message. Since a wormhole can shorten the hop count toward a sink node, a
wormhole neighbor node is likely to be chosen as the next forwarding node, when available.
The report message header is updated with a newly selected next forwarding node.
In addition, a sensor node may perform a temporal scatter where it selectively controls
the timing of report messages before forwarding. The added random latency will confuse
global attackers in the order of messages observed. For instance, in Figure 2, the original
order of events occurred in the sensor network is node 1, 2, 3, then 4. With the random
latency in each node, li s at node i, a global attacker will observe traﬃc in the order of nodes
1, 3, 4, then 2 which breaks the original trace of the target movements. We use the temporal
scatter scheme only when an application allows some latency of the message delivery. The
latency can be controlled so that it conforms to the requirement of the application. For
example, the maximum delay per node is bounded, or the expectation of the random delay
variable is to be a given value, say µdel .
Let us illustrate example scenarios of E-LPG usage with Figure 3. The degree of a spatial
scatter with wormholes would be decided by the privacy requirement and the available
budget of speciﬁc applications. For instance, life-critical military applications may deploy at
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least one wormhole for each area to completely eliminate the target traceability. As depicted
in Figure 3 (a), the global attackers’ view (notated as red explosion marks with attached
numbers to display the temporal order of observation) does not reveal a soldier’s original
movement pattern from X to Y at all. Meanwhile, a small number of wormholes may be
used to partially hide the source locations. In some cases, a sophisticated global attacker
may be able to ﬁnd the original target movement pattern from a series of network traﬃc
observations and analysis. In Figure 3 (b), the global attackers may observe unrealistic
target movement patterns from the spatial and temporal correlation. They can then deduce
a soldier’s original movement pattern by ﬁltering out a couple of outliers such as the events
on times 3 and 6 in Figure 3 (c). For the given same degree of the spatial scatter, Figure 3
(d) illustrates a case where a temporal scatter of messages eﬀectively preserves the privacy
of the original movement pattern.
The privacy level can be further enhanced by employing E-LPG complementarily with
other schemes. Speciﬁcally, we discuss how a limited number of wormholes, along with the
Source Simulation technique can eﬀectively preserve the privacy of target movement against
the global attacker’s observation. The Source Simulation algorithm alone, as illustrated in
Figure 4 (a), simulates and generates three additional movement patterns (k = 3) along
with an original movement pattern (i.e., the trajectory of an elephant). The numbers
next to the nodes indicate the timing information of observed communication signals. A
global attacker can observe all the four potential movement patterns including the original
source trace. Although it may take time (a longer safety period), it can detect the original
movement pattern eventually by an exhaustive search from the patterns. Even worse,
due to the diﬃculty of simulating a realistic object movement trajectory [21, 29] in fake
Source Simulation, some simulated fake sources may be ﬁltered out easily. In contrast,
Figure 4 (b) depicts an example of observed signals with 25% of wormhole (yellow line)
proportions (that is, on average 2 wormholes out of 8 sensor areas) are used together
with the Source Simulation (k = 3). We observe that the sequential traces we have seen in
Figure 4 (a) have been eliminated by a spatial scatter. As the simulated sources beneﬁt from
the wormholes, the impact of a spatial scatter is synergistically multiplied, and the privacy
level is signiﬁcantly improved. In addition, as we have described in Figure 3 (d), a temporal
scatter can be also used to further enhance the privacy level. In the following sections, we
analytically quantify and evaluate that E-LPG, with a limited wormhole deployment, can

Figure 2. An example of distorted sequences of packet transmission by temporal
scatter
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Figure 3. Source trace scatter examples ((a) Observed trace with spatial scatter
(b) Observed trace with partial spatial scatter (c) Adversary’s trace detection after
outlier removal (d) Observed trace with temporal scatter)

(a) Source Simulation (k = 3, pwh = 0)

(b) E-LPG with Source Simulation (k = 3, pwh = .25)

Figure 4. Illustration of global attacker’s view: a complementary usage of E-LPG
and Source Simulation
produce dramatic synergistic results in improving privacy when used complementarily with
other privacy schemes.

5. Analysis
In this section, we analytically quantify source location privacy and communication costs.
We measure the privacy level via the uncertainty area that an attacker has to search to
ﬁnd out the actual location of a target. A higher privacy is achieved by a greater uncertainty
area, and it also relates to a longer safety period. Figure 5 illustrates a scenario where the
uncertainty area is increased by the spatial scatter of E-LPG with a wormhole. The star
represents an instance of a target object location. Given a communication observation seen
via node A, without any wormhole, to an attacker, the target is expected to be within a
sensing range of d around sensor node A, resulting in the uncertainty area, UA = πd2 . Once
a wormhole is used at node A to node B, an attacker would have to search the surrounding
area from the observed point B and extends the search area until the target is found. Thus,
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the uncertainty is increased at most by Uwh(A,B) ≤ πD2 . Later, we use U A and U wh(A) to
denote the uncertainty areas for a source without and with wormholes, respectively.

Figure 5. Increased uncertainty by length of W H (A,B )
Suppose a sensor network contains randomly deployed wormholes with the proportion of
pwh , and a target object o moves from one location to another location encountering a set
of multiple sensing areas along the way, Ao . Each location may be sensed by a sensor with
a wormhole with a probability of pwh or a sensor without a wormhole with a probability
of 1 − pwh . Note that pwh = 1 means all the N sensing areas of the ﬁeld (a set of grids
or clusters) are equipped with at least one wormhole, that is the number of wormholes is
equal or greater than N/2.
Let us consider the expectation of the uncertainty area of a target object o’s trace To .
The expectation (E) of the uncertainty area of a target trace (To ) achieved by E-LPG is
computed as below:
{
}
∑
A + p U wh(A)
(1
−
p
)U
o
wh
wh
i
i∈A
i
E(To ) ≤
(1)
o
|A |
Note that our analysis measures the uncertainty of target traces more generally than the
one in [21] where a point uncertainty is measured by the number of the nodes that may
sense the target.
In case the Source Simulation scheme is complementarily used with E-LPG, the uncertainty caused by the paths of fake traces, as well as the wormholes, impacts all those paths.
Suppose I and AT denote a set of all targets and fake sources as well as a set of all sensing
areas that are traversed by the objects in I, respectively.
AT = ∪i∈I Ai

(2)

Then, the trace uncertainty of an object o, only with the Source Simulation, is formally
deﬁned with the entropy (in bits) as follows:
∑
A
T U
b = log2 i∈A o i
(3)
|A |
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In addition, the trace uncertainty of the spatial scatter of E-LPG with the Source Simulation can be formulated in the same manner as Equation (3):
{
}
∑
A + p U wh(A)
(1
−
p
)U
T
wh
wh
i
i∈A
i
b = log2
(4)
o
|A |
Here, we quantify the privacy achieved by the temporal scatter of E-LPG. A higher privacy is achieved by the greater mean delay as well as the higher probability of applying delay.
We quantify temporal scatter privacy taking the Source Simulation scheme into account.
Meanwhile, the target is moving around the ﬁeld and sensor nodes are sensing the target
while some of the sensor nodes selected with the probability of pdel , will intentionally delay
sending the report packets as long as µdel . Then, the adversary’s trace on the target will
be discontinued until the next report packets are sent by another sensor node. Therefore,
these delayed events create more distinct traces. As pdel and µdel increase, the probability
to eliminate the sequential trace is higher. The expectation (E) of the uncertainty area of
a target object, o’s trace To is bounded as below:
( A
)
∑
A
i∈Ao Ui + pdel µdel Ui
o
(5)
E(T ) ≤
|Ao |
Then, the following formula represents the privacy (in bit) achieved by the temporal
scatter with the Source Simulation.
( A
)
∑
A
i∈AT Ui + pdel µdel Ui
(6)
b = log2
|Ao |
Now, we put together the uncertainty of both the spatial scatter and temporal scatter
schemes. The equation below represents the level of uncertainty achieved by spatial and
temporal scatters as well as the Source Simulation.
∑
T U
(7)
b = log2 i∈Ao
|A |
where
U = (1 − pwh )UiA + pwh Ui

wh(A)

+ pdel µdel UiA

(8)

Next, we derive the proportion of wormholes in the network in order to achieve a given
level of uncertainty. It enables us to plan a budget of the hybrid network in satisfying a
certain level of uncertainty. Suppose no and nf denote the number of target objects and
the number of the fake sources, respectively. Then we can compute the required proportion
of wormholes corresponding to the level of uncertainty (b) as follows:
pwh =

2b − (no + nf )U A (1 + pdel µdel )
}
{
(no + nf ) U wh(A) − U A

(9)

Now we consider the communication cost incurred for a certain privacy level for E-LPG
as well as the Source Simulation. It is measured by the number of messages incurred in
the network. The communication cost is utilized as a metric to measure the overall energy
consumption in networks in order to compare the energy eﬃciency of the diﬀerent schemes.
The communication cost of the Source Simulation increases proportionally to the number of
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objects and fake sources. Meanwhile, E-LPG may reduce the hop counts when encountered
with wormholes [7]. Let Havg be an average hop count of a path from a source and a sink.
It can be represented as follows:
(N
)
∑
1
×
Pi · Hmax
(10)
Havg =
N
i=1

where Hmax denotes the maximum distance between an object and the sink in the network
and Pi is a normal random distribution ranging from 0 to 1. The following equations, (11)
and (12), show the communication costs for the Source Simulation (Cs ) and E-LPG (Cc ),
respectively.
Cs = Havg × (no + nf )
Cc = {(1 − pwh )Havg + pwh (Havg − Wavg

(11)
sav )}

× (no + nf )

(12)

where Wavg sav is the average hop count reduced by wormholes towards a sink. Depending
on the direction of how it is laid in the network, the saved distance can range from 0 to
lenwh . Wavg sav can be described as follows:
Wavg

sav

= lenwh × Pi

(13)

6. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of E-LPG through extensive simulations.
We ﬁrst explore the uncertainty level achieved by the spatial and temporal scatter schemes
of E-LPG under various conditions. We then compare the performance of E-LPG and that
of the Source Simulation approach. We also investigate the synergistic eﬀect of E-LPG
with the Source Simulation in terms of the uncertainty level and the communication cost.
We implemented our discrete event simulator in Matlab. The simulation system settings
are listed in Table 1. In our simulation system setup, 400 sensor nodes were distributed
randomly in a square ﬁeld of 100 by 100 distance unit network area. The same number
of eavesdropper sensor nodes was also randomly distributed in the network ﬁeld in order
to monitor all of the network traﬃc. We assumed that each sensor node’s sensing and
transmission ranges were both 5 distance units. We set one Im for the communication time
interval between its immediate neighbors. A sink node was placed in the center of the
network. The target mobility model used in the simulation was a Random Waypoint with
less than 10 distance units per movement. Total simulation time was set from 100 to 1,000
Im s. For the system setting, we varied the simulation parameters as summarized in Table 2
to evaluate E-LPG with diverse scenarios.
We ﬁrst observed the impact of the pure spatial scatter on the level of uncertainty varying
the proportion (pwh ) and length (lenwh ) of wormholes. While changing those spatial scatter
parameters, all other settings remained constant. As shown in Figure 6, when the longer
length and higher proportion of wormholes are used in the network, the higher level of
uncertainty can be achieved. The results also showed that the increment of the proportion
of wormholes improved the uncertainty level more signiﬁcantly than the increment of the
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Table 1. Simulation Sensor Network Settings
System Settings
Values
Area of ﬁeld
100×100
Number of sensor nodes
400
Number of eavesdropper sensor nodes
400
Sensing range (Rs )
5
Transmission range (Rt )
5
Neighbor communication time interval (Im )
1

Table 2. Simulation Parameter Settings
Parameter Settings
Values
Number of fake sources (k )
0, 1, 2,. . ., 24
Proportion of wormholes (pwh )
0, .1, .2,. . ., .5
Length of wormholes (lenwh )
2Rt , 3Rt ,. . .,7Rt
Probability of delay application (pdel )
0, .1, .2,. . ., 1
Mean delay time (µdel )
Im ∼ 10Im

Level of uncertainty (bit)

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
35
30

0.5
25

0.4
0.3

20

0.2

15
lenwh

10

0.1
0

pwh

Figure 6. E-LPG with spatial scatter only: Level of uncertainty varying proportion
(pwh ) and length (lenwh ) of wormholes
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Figure 7. E-LPG with temporal scatter only: Level of uncertainty varying probability
of delay application (pdel ) and mean delay time (µdel )
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Figure 8. E-LPG with spatial and temporal scatters: Level of uncertainty varying
probability of delay application (pdel ) and mean delay time (µdel ) for a given spatial
scatter (pwh = .3, lenwh = 6Rt )
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length of the wormholes. It provided an insight as to how we can allocate the E-LPG’s
spatial scatter budget to satisfy a given level of uncertainty.
The level of uncertainty achieved by the temporal scatter of E-LPG was evaluated by
varying the probability of the delay application (pdel ) and mean delay time (µdel ). While
varying the temporal scatter parameters, all other settings remained constant. The result
in Figure 7 shows the impact of the pure temporal scatter to the level of uncertainty. The
result illustrates that the impact of pdel is signiﬁcantly higher than that of µdel . This
intuitively, indicates even if there are a few long delayed events that scatter temporal
sequences, adversaries can easily deduce the source movement patterns from the rest of
the event sequences. We can eﬀectively achieve the higher level of uncertainty by mainly
changing pdel .
We also investigated the impact of the temporal scatter on the performance of the spatial
scatter. Figure 8 shows the level of uncertainty achieved with the ﬁxed spatial scatter
(pwh = .3, lenwh = 6Rt ) parameters and varying the probability of the delay application
(pdel ) and mean delay time (µdel ). The initial level of uncertainty achieved by the spatial
scatter is 10.24 when the parameters of the spatial scatter of E-LPG were ﬁxed to pwh = .3
and lenwh = 6Rt . As seen in Figure 8, complementary usage of the temporal scatter
proportionally improves the overall performance in terms of the level of uncertainty.
25
Source Simulation
E−LPG+SS p =.05
wh

20

E−LPG+SS pwh=.2

k

15

10

5

0
6

7

8

9
10
11
Level of uncertainty (bit)

12

13

14

Figure 9. Number of fake sources to achieve a given level of privacy: Source Simulation only vs. E-LPG+Source Simulation (E-LPG: lenwh = 6Rt , pdel = .5, µdel = 5)
We compared the level of uncertainty of the Source Simulation scheme only and that
of E-LPG combined with the Source Simulation together in Figure 9. The result shows
that it requires almost 25 fake sources in the pure Source Simulation scheme to achieve
the uncertainty level 11. However, if E-LPG with the Source Simulation is used, the same
level of privacy can be achieved with the drastically less number of fake sources such as one
second for E-LPG with pwh = .05 and one eighth for E-LPG with pwh = .2. By lowering
the number of fake sources in the network, we can decrease the communication cost. As a
result, we can reduce energy consumption [3, 8, 30] which is a critical requirement in the
sensor network.
Next we compared E-LPG and the Source Simulation in terms of the proportion of
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Figure 10. Proportion of wormholes to achieve a given level of privacy: E-LPG only
vs. E-LPG+Source Simulation (E-LPG: lenwh = 6Rt , pdel = .5, µdel = 5)
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Figure 11. Performance of E-LPG with Source Simulation (k =number of fake
sources, lenwh = 6Rt , pdel = .5, µdel = 5)
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wormholes needed to achieve a given level of privacy in Figure 10. Although a certain
privacy level can be achieved only by E-LPG, deploying a high proportion of wormholes into
the network is not desirable especially when a budget is limited. A higher level of privacy
can be achieved easily from complementary usage of E-LPG with the Source Simulation.
As illustrated in Figure 10, it requires almost 50% of wormhole proportion (pwh = .5) to
achieve the uncertainty level 11. However, if E-LPG is used with only a few fake sources (k
= 3), the same level of privacy can be achieved with a drastically less wormhole proportion
(only around 6%).
Figure 11 presents the level of uncertainty with the combined parameters of the proportion (pwh ) of wormholes and the number of fake sources (k) as used in Figure 9 and
Figure 10.
30

Communication cost

25

Source Simulation
Theoretical Source Simulation
E−LPG+SS k=3
Theoretical E−LPG+SS k=3
E−LPG
Theoretical E−LPG

k=24

20

15
k=12
10
k=6
5
k=1
4%
0
7.2

k=3
7%
8

1%

2%

11%
9
Level of uncertainty (bit)

4%
26%
10

8%

11%
50%
11

Figure 12. Communication cost: E-LPG (lenwh = 6Rt , varying pwh ), E-LPG with
Source Simulation (k = 3, lenwh = 6Rt , varying pwh ), and Source Simulation (varying
k)
Finally, we evaluated the communication cost of E-LPG, E-LPG with the Source Simulation, and the Source Simulation in order to achieve a given privacy level. The results
from both simulation and theoretical analysis are shown in Figure 12. The communication
cost is presented as the ratio of the total number of messages after applying a scheme to
that of without applying any scheme. As seen in the graph, the level of uncertainty 9 can
be achieved either using the Source Simulation with six fake sources or using E-LPG with
pwh = .11 wormholes. To achieve the same level of uncertainty, that is 9, the amount of
traﬃc caused by the Source Simulation approach can be almost 7 times more than that
of E-LPG. The result clearly demonstrates that E-LPG is more eﬃcient in communication
cost overhead than the Source Simulation scheme. The amount of traﬃc in the Source
Simulation scheme is linearly increased by the increment of the level of uncertainty. The
Source Simulation scheme needs to have an additional 24 fake sources to achieve the privacy
level 11. However, it causes almost 25 times more messages that are proportional to the
number of fake sources. This implies that having a large amount of communication costs is
inevitable for the Source Simulation approach to achieve a higher level of privacy. In contrast, it should be noted that the amount of traﬃc caused by E-LPG is slightly decreased
for the higher level of uncertainties, as wormholes are also used to shorten the routing
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path. Although E-LPG with the Source Simulation causes slightly more traﬃc than pure
E-LPG proportionally to the number of fake sources, it also decreases the communication
costs along with a higher level of uncertainty. The results validate that E-LPG can reduce
excessive traﬃc by taking a drastically diﬀerent approach than the Source Simulation while
achieving a high level of privacy. We have also presented that our analysis is valid since the
theoretical results are as close as the measured communication costs from the simulations.

7. Conclusion
Prior approaches on location privacy in sensor networks are mostly designed against local
attackers and thus, can be easily defeated by highly motivated global attackers. Although
a few solutions against global attackers have recently been proposed, they inject fake trafﬁc and/or send traﬃc in a synchronized manner in order to confuse global attackers and
thereby suﬀer from signiﬁcant communication overhead and latency. We have presented
the Energy Eﬃcient Location Privacy Scheme against Global Attackers (E-LPG) that effectively and eﬃciently preserves source location privacy. E-LPG uses a limited number of
stealthy wormholes to enhance privacy in sensor networks. Wormholes provide a spatial
scatter of traﬃc using hybrid link architecture without incurring any extra communication
overhead. We also employed random delays of traﬃc for a temporal scatter when the applications allowed a controlled amount of delay in message delivery. We have analytically
quantiﬁed the source location privacy level of our approaches, and shown how to control
the level of uncertainty with a limited budget. We have evaluated the eﬃciency and effectiveness of E-LPG through extensive simulations with various parameters. E-LPG can
be used complementarily with other privacy schemes, and we have shown E-LPG produces
dramatic synergistic results in improving privacy when used with a fake traﬃc injection
scheme. As for future work, we are investigating strategic wormhole deployment schemes
that improve network resilience and performance while providing location privacy.
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